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We study weighted inequalities for vector valued extensions of the conditioned
square function operator and of the maximal operators of matrix type in the case
of regular martingales. As applications we obtain weighted inequalities for vector-
valued extensions of the Hardy]Littlewood maximal operator and of singular
integral transforms on martingales. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Inequalities for the conditioned square function operator and for the
maximal operators of matrix type were studied, in several situations, in
w x w xBurkholder and Gundy 3 and Burkholder 4 . Afterwards, weighted
inequalities for the same operators were studied, in the case of regular
w x w x w xmartingales, in Izumisawa 8 , Jui-Lin 10 , and Kazamaki 11 .
In the present paper we consider vector-valued extensions of the condi-
tioned square function operator, of maximal operators of matrix type, of
the Hardy]Littlewood maximal operator, and of singular integral trans-
forms on martingales, for martingales and functions taking their values in
a Banach lattice of measurable functions or in a Banach space with
unconditional basis. The goal of this paper is to study weighted inequalities
for the above operators.
In Section 3 we obtain weighted inequalities for the vector-valued
extensions of the conditioned square function operator and of the maximal
operators of matrix type, for regular martingales, that generalize the
w xinequalities for real-valued martingales in 3, 4, 8, 10, 11 .
In Section 4 we use a transference method to obtain weighted inequali-
ties for the vector valued extensions of the Hardy]Littlewood maximal
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operator from inequalities for a maximal operator of matrix type obtained
in Section 3. These inequalities generalize inequalities in Fefferman and
w x w x w xStein 5 , Bourgain 2 , and Rubio de Francia, Ruiz, and Torrea 14 .
In Section 5 we obtain weighted inequalities for the vector-valued
extensions of singular integral transforms on martingales. The real-valued
w xsingular integral transforms on martingales were used in Janson 9 to
1 w xcharacterize the spaces H and BMO, and in Banuelos 1 to characterizeÄ
 .the weights of the class A d-adic . We obtain weighted inequalities thatp
w xgeneralize inequalities for real valued martingales in 9, 1 .
Two key ingredients in this paper are the potential-type construction by
w xBourgain 2 , used in the proof of Theorem 3.1, and the method by
w x  w x.Burkholder 4 , used in the proof of Theorem II Tozoni 15 .
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS
In this section we introduce the basic notations and definitions and we
recall previous results which will be used in the following sections.
 .  .Let V, F, P be a probability space and F an increasing sequencek k G 0
of sub-s-fields of F such that F is generated by the union of the s-fields
 .F , k G 0. We set F s F . We will always assume that F isk y1 0 k k G 0
regular with respect to P; that is, the s-fields F are atomic and therek
exists a constant u G 1 such that
P A F u P B , 2.1 .  .  .
for any two atoms A g F and B g F with B ; A and for all k G 1.ky1 k
w xLet W be a positive integrable function such that E W s 1. We denote$
by E the expectation with respect to the weighted probability measure$
dPs W dP. If for 1 - p - `, there exists a constant C such that
 .py1y1r py1.< <sup E W F E W F F C a.e. 2.2 . 4k k
kG1
 . .we say that W is a weight in the class A s A F . The classp p k k G 0
 . .A s A F is defined as the union of the classes A for 1 - p - `.` ` k k G 0 p
We observe that a weight W is in the class A if, and only if, there exist`
constants 0 - a , b - 1 such that
$
< <E I A F F a « E I A F F b 2.3 .  .  .k k
for all A g F, k G 0. The proof of this equivalence, follows by a result of
 w x. w xBonami-Lepingle see Lemma 3.4 in 15 , by Lemma 3 in 10 and by a
w xresult which is analogous to Lemma 2.5, Chap. 4 in 6 .
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Let C be a set of weights. If there exist constants 1 - p - ` and C ) 0
 .such that 2.2 holds for all W g C , we say that the weights of C are
uniformly in the class A . Analogously, if there exist constants 0 - a , b -p
 .1 such that 2.3 holds for all W g C , we say that the weights of C are
uniformly in the class A . If the weights of C are uniformly in A , then` `
there exists 1 - p - ` such that the weights of C are uniformly in A .p
 .  .Let f s f be a martingale with respect to the sequence Fk k G 0 k k G 0
 .and T a stopping time. We denote by d , d s D f s f y f fork k G 0 k k k ky1
k G 1 and d s f , the martingale difference sequence associated with f.0 0
If f converges almost everywhere, f denotes its limit function. The`
T  T .martingale transform `` f stopped at T '' is denoted by f s f ,k k G 0
T  .  .  .  .f v s f v and we write f v s f v .k T v .n k T T v .
5 5Let X be a Banach space with norm ? and W a weight. We denote by$
p p .  .L W s L V, F, P; X , 1 F p - `, the space of all measurable X-val-X
5  .5 pued functions f on V, such that the real-valued function v ¬ f v is$
integrable with respect to the weighted measure dPs W dP. For W s 1
p  . p  .we write L W s L . We denote by M X the set of all X-valuedX X
martingales.
We say that a Banach space X has the UMD property the uncondition-
.ality property for martingale differences if there exists p with 1 - p - `
and a constant C , depending only on p and X, such thatp
5 5 p 5 5 p« d q ??? q« d F C d q ??? qd , 2.4 .L L0 0 k k p 0 kX X
 .for all X-valued martingale difference sequences d s d , d , . . . , all0 1
 4numbers « , « , . . . in y1, 1 and all integers k G 1. Generalizations with0 1
 . w xweights of the inequality 2.4 were obtained in 15 .
 .  .Let d s d be the difference sequence of f g M R . The squarek k G 0
function operator S and the conditioned square function operator s are
defined by
1r2`
2< <S f s d , 2.5 .  . k /
ks0
1r2`
2< < <s f s E d F . 2.6 .  . k ky1 /
ks0
 .Now, let a with j G 1, k G 0 be a matrix satisfying the followingjk
conditions:
each entry a is a real-valued F -measurable function and therejk ky1
exists a constant a ) 1 such that
`
21ra F a F a , a.e., jk
js1
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for all k G 0. The maximal operator of matrix type AU associated with the
 .matrix a is defined byjk
1r22` n
UA f s sup a d . 2.7 .  .  jk k /nG1 js1 ks0
 .For all f g M R , we have that
5 5 5 5S f s s f 2.8 .  .  .2 2
and
y1r2 5 5 5 U 5 1r2 5 5a S f F A f F 2a S f . 2.9 .  .  .  .2 2 2
w xTHEOREM I 2 . Let Z be a positi¨ e integrable function on V. If there
 .exists a constant C such that S Z F CZ a.e., then Z g A .`
The above result was proved by J. Bourgain only for the dyadic filtra-
tion, but the same proof also holds for regular filtrations. The tools used in
the proof are the reverse L log L result, Davis's result the first inequality
 .  . .  .in 2.16 , for W s 1, F t s t, and X s R and condition 2.3 . The
 .constants a and b of condition 2.3 found in the proof of Theorem I,
depend only on C.
In all this paper we suppose that F is a non-decreasing continuous
w .  .function on 0, ` with F 0 s 0 and that F satisfies a growth condition
F 2l F cF l , l ) 0. 2.10 .  .  .
 .Let U be an operator on M X , where X is a Banach space, such that
 .  .for each f g M X it associates a nonnegative adapted process U f s
  ..  . UU f with U f s 0. For a stopping time T we denote by U thek k G 0 0 T
 .maximal operator defined on M X by
UU f v s sup U f v . .  .  .  .T k
 .kFT v
U  . U  .We write U f s U f .`
w xTHEOREM II 15 . Let X be a Banach space, W g A , and let U and V be`
 .two operators on M X as abo¨e. Suppose that
UU f s UU f S , V U f s V U f S 2.11 .  .  . .  .T n S T T n S T
 .for all stopping times T and S and all f g M X . If there exists a constant C
such that
2 2U U U< <E U f y U f F F CE V f F 2.12 4  4 .  .  .  .k T n k T k T
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 .for all k G 1, all stopping times T , and all f g M X , then there exists a
constant K such that
$ $
U UE F U f F KE F V f , 2.13 .  .  . .  .
 .for all f g M X . The constant K depends only on W, u , F, X, and C, where
 .u is the constant in 2.1 .
Theorem II will be the main tool to prove the results in the next section.
5 5  .Consider a Banach space X with norm ? . For f g M X we define
U 5 5f s sup f . 2.14 .k
kG0
< <Now, suppose that X is a Banach lattice with absolute value ? . If
 .  .d s d is the difference sequence of f g M X , we definek k G 0
1r2k
2< <S f s d . 2.15 .  .k j /js0
The next two results give estimates for the above operators.
w xTHEOREM III 15 . Let W g A . If X is a Banach lattice with the UMD`
property, then there exists a constant K such that
$ $ $
U Uy1 5 5K E F f F E F sup S f F KE F f , 2.16 .  .  .  .k /
kG1
 . p  .for all f g M X . Moreo¨er, if 1 - p - `, W g A , and f g L W , thenp X
 .  . p  . p  .S f s sup S f g L W and the operator S is bounded on L W . Thek k X X
 .constant K depends only on W, u , F, and X, where u is the constant in 2.1 .
w xTHEOREM IV 7 . Let X be a Banach space, 1 - p - `, and W g A .p
Then there exists a constant C , depending only on p, W, and X, such thatp, W
 . w < x 1for all martingales f s f , where f s E f F for a function f g Lk k G 0 k ` k ` X
p  .l L W , we ha¨e thatX
5 U 5 p 5 5 pf F C f . 2.17 .L W . L W .p , W `R X
3. VECTOR-VALUED EXTENSIONS OF CLASSICAL
OPERATORS ON MARTINGALES
In this section X will denote a reflexive Banach lattice of real-valued
 .measurable functions on a s-finite measure space Y, B, m with norm
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5 5? . The absolute value of h g X is given by
< < < <h y s h y , y g Y . .  .
The dual space X U is the set of all real-valued B-measurable functions
g on Y such that hg is m-integrable for any h g X. The norm of an
element g g X U is given by
U5 5 5 5g s sup h y g y m dy : h g X , h F 1 . .  .  .X H 5
Y
 p .U q ULet 1 - p, q - ` be such that 1rp q 1rq s 1. Then L s L and ifX X
f g L p ,X
q
p q5 5 5 5Uf s sup f v , y g v , y m dy P dv : g g L , g F 1 . .  .  .  . UL HH LXX X 5
V Y
w xFor more details on Banach lattices see 13 .
1 .DEFINITION 3.1. Let U be an operator from L V, F, P into the set of
all nonnegative F-measurable functions and let
`
1H X s L V , F , P; X . .  .D k
ks1
 .For f g H X we define
U f v , y s U f ?, y v . 3.1 .  .  .  .  . .
There is no measurability problem in the above definition since the
 .s-fields F are atomic and, hence, the range of any function in H X isk
 . p .countable. The set H X is dense in L V, F, P; X for 1 F p - ` since
w < x pE f F converges to f a.e. and in the norm of L for any f gk X
p .L V, F, P; X .
 . 1  .If U is an operator on M X and f g L , then we write U f sX
 w < x. .U E f F .k k G 0
THEOREM 3.1. Let U and V be two operators such that for each real-
¨alued integrable function on V they associate nonnegati¨ e F-measurable
functions. Suppose that for any Z g A there exists a constant C , depending` Z
only on Z such that
U h Z dP F C V h Z dP 3.2 .  .  .H HZ
V V
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 .for all h g H R . If X has the UMD property, then for all 1 - p - `, there
exists a constant B , such thatp
p p5 5 5 5U f F B V f 3.3 .  .  .L LpX X
 .for all f g H X .
 . UProof. Fix 1 - p - ` and let q s pr p y 1 . Since the dual space X
also has the UMD property, then by Theorem III and Theorem IV for
 . qF t s t and W s 1, there exists a constant K such that
5 5 q 5 5 qS f F K f 3.4 .  .U UL LX X
q  U . 5 5 qUfor all f g L . Now fix g g H X with g F 1. We defineULX X
`
yn n. < <c s 2 K S g , .  .
ns0
n. < <. 0. < <. < < nq1. < <.where S g is defined inductively by S g s g and S g s
 n. < <..S S g . Since S is sublinear we obtain
`
yn nq1. < <S c F 2 K S g F 2 Kc . .  .  .
ns0
 U . < <  U .But c g H X because g g H X ; therefore for all y g Y
S c ?, y s S c ?, y F 2 Kc ?, y . 3.5 .  .  .  .  . .
 .  .It follows by 3.5 and Theorem I that the weights c ?, y , y g Y, are
 .uniformly in the class A . Therefore, by 3.2 , there exists a constant C`
 .such that for all y g Y and h g H R
U h v c v , y P dv F C V h v c v , y P dv . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H
V V
 .Then, for all f g H X and all y g Y,
U f ?, y v g v , y P dv .  .  .  . .H
V
< <F U f ?, y v g v , y P dv .  .  .  . .H
V
F U f ?, y v c v , y P dv .  .  .  . .H
V
F C V f ?, y v c v , y P dv .  .  .  . .H
V
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and, hence,
U f v , y g v , y m dy P dv .  .  .  .  .H H
V Y
F U f ?, y v g v , y P dv m dy .  .  .  .  . .H H
Y V
F C V f ?, y v c v , y P dv m dy .  .  .  .  . .HH
Y V
q q5 5 5 5s C c V f v , y c v , y r c m dy P dv 4 .  .  .  .  .U UL HH LX X
V Y
q p5 5 5 5F C c V f . 3.6 .  .UL LX X
 .By 3.4 we get
`
yn n.
q q5 5 5 < < 5c F 2 K S g .  .U UL LX X
ns0
`
yn nF 2 K K .
ns0
`
yns 2 s 2. 3.7 .
ns0
 .  .Now by 3.6 and 3.7 we obtain
q p5 5 5 5U f v , y g v , y m dy P dv F C c V f .  .  .  .  .  .UHH L LX X
V Y
p5 5F 2C V f . 3.8 .  .L X
 .  U . 5 5 q  U .Since 3.8 is true for all g g H X with g F 1 and H X is denseUL X
q  .  .Uin L , then 3.8 implies 3.3 .X
w xLEMMA 3.1 15 . Let X be a Banach space and let h be a function from X
 . 1into X such that h 0 s 0. Let f g L and consider the martingale f s` X
 . w < xf , where f s E f F . Then, for all stopping times T , all A g Fk k G 0 k ` k T
and all k G 1,
 4D I A f s I T G k D I A f , 3.9 .  .  . .  .T `k k
 4  4D I A f y f s I T - k I A D f , 3.10 .  .  . .` T kk
T< 4E I A f y f F s I A f y f , 3.11 .  .  . .` T k k k
T< < 4E h D I A f y f F s I A E h D f y f F . .  . .  . .  .` T ky1 ky1kk
3.12 .
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THEOREM 3.2. Let W g A . Then there exists a constant K, such that,`
$ $ $
y1K E F S f F E F s f F KE F S f 3.13 .  .  .  . .  .  .
and
$ $ $
Uy1K E F S f F E F A f F KE F S f , 3.14 .  .  .  . .  .  .
 .for all f g M R . The constant K depends only on W, u , F, and a , where u is
 .  .the constant in 2.1 and a is the constant in 2.9 .
 . n  .Proof. If h g M R , n G 1, and h s h is the martingale hn n k k G 0
 .  n.  .  n. U  . U  n.stopped at n, we write S h s S h , s h s s h , A h s A h , andn n n
 .  . U  .  .  .S h s s h s A h s 0. Fix f s f g M R , a stopping time T , B0 0 0 k k G 0
 .  .g F and n G 1. Consider the martingale g s g g M R given byT k k G 0
T <g s E I B f y f F , k G 0. .  4k n n k
 .  . n T n n4  .By 3.11 we have that g s I B f y f . Therefore, by 3.10 and byk k k
 .  . < < 23.12 , for the function h t s t we obtain
1r2n
2n T n n <s g s E D I B f y f F 4 .  . .n ky1k /
ks1
1r2n
2< < <  4s I B E D f F I T - k .  k ky1 /
ks1
s I B s f y f T .  .n
and
1r22` r
U n T n nA g s sup a D I B f y f 4 .  . . n jk k /rFn js1 ks1
1r22` r
 4s I B sup a D f I T - k .   jk k /rFn js1 ks1
s I B AU f y f T . .  .n
 .  .Hence, it follows by 2.8 and 2.9 that
S2 f y f T dP s s2 f y f T dP .  .H Hn n
B B
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and
2Uy1 2 T T 2 Ta S f y f dP F A f y f dP F 4a S f y f dP. 4 .  .  .H H Hn n n
B B B
Therefore,
2 T 2 T< <E S f y f F s E s f y f F 3.15 . .  .n T n T
and
2Uy1 2 T T< <a E S f y f F F E A f y f F 4 .  .n T n T
2 T <F 4aE S f y f F . 3.16 . .n T
 .  .Now, it follows by 3.9 and 3.10 that
1r22 2 TS f y S f F S f y S f s S f y f 3.17 .  .  .  .  . 4  .n T n n n T n n n
and
s f y f T F s f . 3.18 .  . .n n
But AU is sublinear and, hence,n
AU f y f T F AU f q AU f F 2 AU f . 3.19 .  .  .  . .n n T n n n
 .  .  .Then, by 3.15 , 3.17 , and 3.18 , we obtain
2 2 T< <E S f y S f F F E S f y f F 4 .  .  .n T n n T n T
2 T <s E s f y f F .n T
2 <F E s f F 3.20 .  .n T
 .  .  .and by 3.16 , 3.17 , and 3.19 we obtain
2 2 T< <E S f y S f F F E S f y f F 4 .  .  .n T n n T n T
2U T <F aE A f y f F 4 .n T
2U <F 4aE A f F . 3.21 4 .  .n T
 .  .On the other hand, it follows by 3.9 and 3.10 that
S f y f T F S f 3.22 .  . .n n
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and
1r22 2 Ts f y s f F s f y s f s s f y f . 3.23 .  .  .  .  . 4  .n T n n n T n n n
But AU is sublinear and, hence,n
AU f y AU f F AU f y f T . 3.24 .  .  . .n T n n n
 .  .  .Then, by 3.15 , 3.22 , and 3.23 , we obtain
2 2 T< <E s f y s f F F E s f y f F 4 .  .  .n T n n T n T
2 T <s E S f y f F .n T
2 <F E S f F 3.25 .  .n T
 .  .  .and, by 3.16 , 3.22 , and 3.24 , we obtain
22U U U T< <E A f y A f F F E A f y f F 4 .  .  4 .n T n n T n T
2 T <F 4aE S f y f F .n T
2 <F 4aE S f F . 3.26 .  .n T
 .  R.  .  R.It is easy to see that S f s S f , s f s s f , andT n R T T n R T
U  . U  R.  .A f s A f for all f g M R and all stopping times T and R.T n R T
 .  .  .  .  .  .Therefore, 3.13 and 3.14 follow, by 3.20 , 3.21 , 3.25 , 3.26 and by
Theorem II.
THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a Banach lattice with the UMD property and let
Up w < x  .  .  .1-p-`. If fgL and f sE f F , then s f ssup s f and A f sX k k k k
U p .sup A f are functions of L and there exists a constant C such thatk k X p
y1
p p p5 5 5 5 5 5C S f F s f F C S f 3.27 .  .  .  .L L Lp pX X X
and
Uy1
p p p5 5 5 5 5 5C S f F A f F C S f . 3.28 .  .  .  .L L Lp pX X X
The constant C depends only on p, u , a , and X, where u is the constant inp
U .  .  .  .2.1 and a is the constant in 2.9 , and s f and A f can be obtained,
 .  .replacing the absolute ¨alue of R in 2.6 and 2.7 by the absolute ¨alue of
X.
 .Proof. Let F l s l and Z g A . Then by Theorem 3.2, there exists a`
 .constant K such that for all f g M RZ
Ky1 S f Z dP F s f Z dP F K S f Z dP .  .  .H H HZ Z
V V V
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and
Ky1 S f Z dP F AU f Z dP F K S f Z dP. .  .  .H H HZ Z
V V V
 .The constant K depends only on Z, u , and on the constant a in 2.9 .Z
 .  .  .Therefore, by Theorem 3.1, we obtain 3.27 and 3.28 for f g H X .
p w < x  .  .Now, let f g L and f s E f F , k G 0. By 3.23 , 3.27 and, sinceX k k
the operator S is bounded on L p , we obtain thatX
p p5 5 5 5s f y s f F s f y f .  .  .L Ln k n kX X
X 5 5 pF C f y f .Lp n k X
  ..From the above inequality we can conclude that s f is a Cauchyk k G 0
sequence in L p and, consequently, it converges in L p to the functionX X
 .  .  .s f s sup s f . Therefore, 3.27 is true for f andk k
1r2`
2< < <s f ?, y s E D f ?, y F .  .  . k ky1 /
ks1
1r2`
2< < <s E D f F ?, y . . k ky1 /
ks1
UBy the same way we obtain the results for the operator A .
THEOREM 3.4. Let W g A . If X has the UMD property, then there exists`
a constant K, such that
$ $ $





Uy1 5 5 5 5K E F sup S f F E F sup A f .  .k k /  /
kG1 kG1
$
5 5F KE F sup S f 3.30 .  .k /
kG1
 .  .for all f s f g M X . The constant K depends only on W, F, u , a ,k k G 0
 .  .and X, where u is the constant in 2.1 and a is the constant in 2.9 .
Proof. The proof of this theorem is basically a repetition of the proof
 .  .of Theorem 3.2. We will give a sketch of the proof of 3.29 . For f g M X
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 . 5  .5  . 5  .5  .we write U f s S f , V f s s f for n G 1, and U f sn n n n 0
 .V f s 0.0
 .Fix f g M X , a stopping time T and n G 1. We obtain from the
 .inequality 3.27 for p s 2, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, that there
exists a constant C independent of f , T , and n, such that
y1 2 T 2 T 2 T< < <C E U f y f F F E V f y f F F CE U f y f F . .  .  .n T n T n T
 .  .  .  .Now, since the inequalities 3.17 , 3.18 , 3.22 , and 3.23 are also true for
the vector valued operators S and s , then we have thatn n
< < TU f y U f F U f y f F U f .  .  . .n T n n n n
and
< < TV f y V f F V f y f F V f . .  .  . .n T n n n n
Therefore, we obtain
2 2< <E U f y U f F F CE V f F 4 .  .  .n T n n T n T
and
2 2< <E V f y V f F F CE U f F . 4 .  .  .n T n n T n T
 .  R.  .  R.  .Finally, since U f s U f and V f s V f for all f g M XT n R T T n R T
 .and all stopping times T and R, then 3.29 follows by Theorem II.
Remark 3.1. Let X be a Banach space with a normalized uncondi-
 .  .tional basis e . For x g X, let x denote the unique sequence ofj jG1 j jG1
 .scalars such that x s  x e . Consider N provided with the s-field P Nj j j
of all subsets of N and with the counting measure m. We denote by C the
function from X into RN defined by
`
C x e s x . . j j j jG1 /
js1
 .The range C X is a Banach lattice of real-valued measurable functions
  . . 5  .5 5 5on N, P N , m with the norm defined by C x s x , x g X.C  X .
A F-measurable function f : V ª X has the expression  f e , where f ,j j j j
 .j G 1, are real-valued F-measurable functions and  f v e g X for allj j j
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v g V. If f s  f e g L1 and E is a sub-s-field of F, thenj j j X
` `
< <E f e E s E f E e . j j j j
js1 js1
 .Let U be an operator on M R into the set of all nonnegative F-
 .measurable functions. If f s  f e g M X we definej j j
n n&
U f e v s U f v e . .  . . j j j j /
js1 js1
 U4For U g S, s, A we have that
n n&
U f e v s U C f e v . .  . j j j j /  / /js1 js1  .C XX
 .Therefore, if W g A , F is as in 2.10 and X has the UMD property,`
then it follows by Theorem 3.4 and Theorem III that there exists a
 .constant K such that for all f g M X
n$ $ $
U Uy1K E F f F E F sup U f e F KE F f . 3.31 .  .  . . j j /nG1 js1
p  .  .Moreover, if 1 - p - `, W g A , and f s  f e g L W , then  U f ep j j j X j j j& &
p  .  .converges in L W to a function U f and the operator U is bounded onX
p  .L W .X
yj U  . U  .If a s 2 for j G 1 and k G 0, then A f s f for all f g M R . Injk &UUthis case, we will denote the operator A by M and the operator A on&
p  .L W by M.X
 .  .Remark 3.2. The inequalities 3.13 and 3.14 were already studied in
w x8, 10, 11 . We point out that, as consequence of the inclusion in this paper
of another proof of these inequalities, we could substantially shorten the
proof of Theorem 3.4. Moreover, with this inclusion we intended to show
that it is possible to obtain an inequality of the type
$ $
U U5 5 5 5E F sup U f F KE F sup V f , .  .k k /  /
kG1 kG1
f g M X , 3.32 .  .
from an inequality of the type
5 U 5 5 U 5U f F C V f , f g M R , 3.33 .  .  .  .2 2
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 .where U and V are two operators from M R into the set of all nonnega-
U  .  . U  .  .tive F-measurable functions and U f s sup U f , V f s sup V f .k k k k
The idea is to use Theorem III and Theorem 3.1 as in the proof of
Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4.
4. VECTOR-VALUED EXTENSIONS OF THE
HARDY]LITTLEWOOD MAXIMAL OPERATOR
We begin with some new notations and definitions. We consider R n with
 . < <  .the metric d x, y s sup x y y and we denote by B x, « the1F iF n i i
compact ball of radius « and center x g R n, with respect to this metric.
 .Observe that the balls B x, « are cubes with sides parallel to the axes. We
< < ndenote by A the measure of a measurable set A ; R with respect to
Lebesgue's measure dx. The Hardy]Littlewood maximal operator is de-
1  n.fined on L R byloc
1
< <M f x s sup f y dy .  .  .HH < <B x , « .  .B x , ««)0
and for N g N we define
1
< <M f , N x s sup f y dy. .  .  .HH < <B x , « .  .B x , «0-«FNr2
For k g Z let 2 kZn be the subset of R n whose elements are given by
k n k w yk .nh s 2 J, J g Z , and let Q s 0, 2 . We denote by G the family of all0
dyadic cubes Qk s h q Qk for k G 0 and h g 2yk Zn, and by G the familyh
0 w .n 1  n.of all cubes Q such that Q g G and Q ; Q s 0, 1 . For f g L R0 loc
we define
1
< <M f x s sup f y dy. .  .  .Hd < <Q QxgQ
QgG0
 0 .In this section we consider the probability space Q , F, dx , where F is
the s-field of all measurable sets contained in Q0, provided with the
 .increasing sequence F , where F is the s-field generated by allk k G 0 k
k 0 yk n 1 0 .dyadic cubes Q contained in Q , h g 2 Z . Then, for f g L Q , dx weh
have that
U < < <f x s sup E f F x .  .k
kG0
1
s sup f y dy . .H< <Q QxgQ
QgG
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Now, if X is a Banach space with a normalized unconditional basis
 .e and N g N we definej jG1
k k&
M f e x s M f x e , .  . . H j j H j j /js1 js1
k k&
M f e , N x s M f , N x e , .  . . H j j H j j /js1 js1
k k&
M f e x s M f x e . .  . . d j j d j j /js1 js1
Our goal is to obtain a F-estimate, in particular an L p-estimate, for the&
operator M which is a vector extension of the Hardy]Littlewood maximalH &
operator. First, we obtain an estimate for the operator M , next for thed& &
 .operators M ?, N , N g N, and, finally, for M .H H
Let W be a positive integrable function on R n and let 1 - p - `. If
there exists a constant C such that
 .py11 1  .y1r py1W y dy W y dy F C , .  .H H /  /< < < <B x , « B x , « .  . .  .B x , « B x , «
4.1 .
for all « ) 0 and x g R n, we say that W is a weight in the Muckenhoupt's
 n.  n.class A R . The class A R is defined as the union of the classesp `
 n.  n.  .A R for 1 - p - `. If W g A R , we denote by C p, W the smallestp p
 .constant C that satisfies 4.1 .
 n.THEOREM 4.1. Let W be a weight in the Muckenhoupt's class A R and`
 .let F be a con¨ex function satisfying 2.10 . If X has the UMD property, then
there exists a constant K, depending only on W, F, and X such that
k
5 5F sup M f e W x dx F K F M f x W x dx , .  .  . . . .H HH j j H
n n /R RkG1 js1
4.2 .
` 1 n .  n.for all f s  f e g L R , dx; X . Moreo¨er, if 1 - p - `, W g A R ,js1 j j p
p  . `  . p  .and f g L W , then  M f e con¨erges in L W to a functionX js1 H j j X& &
p .  .M f and the operator M is bounded on L W .XH H
 n.Proof. Since W g A R , we can choose 1 - p - ` such that W g`
 n. nA R . For h g R and a ) 0, let t be the translation by h and d bep h a
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 .  .  .  .the dilation by a, that is, t f x s f x y h and d f x s f ax . It is easyh a
 .  .to see that the weights W , defined by W x s t d W x sa, h a, h h a
  ..  n.  .  .W a x y h , are in the class A R and C p, W s C p, W for allp a, h
a ) 0 and h g R n.
k 1 n . 0 nLet g s  g e g L R , dx; X . For x g Q , J g Z we obtainjs1 j j J
& &
< < 0M g x s M t g x y J .  .  . .d yJ <Q
and
U
< < 5 50t g x y J F M g x , .  . . .yJ <Q d
&
0<where M is the operator defined in Remark 3.1. Since the weights W Q1, yJ
 . .  .are uniformly in the class A F , then, it follows by 3.31 thatp k k G 0
&
5 5F M g x W x dx .  .  .H  .d
nR
&
5 < < 50s F M t g x y J W x dx .  . . H  /yJ <Q
0n QJJgZ
&
5 < < 50s F M t g y W y dy .  . . H  /yJ <Q 1, yJ
0n QJgZ
U
< < 0F K F t g y W y dy .  . . H  .yJ <Q 1, yJ
0n QJgZ
U
< < 0s K F t g x y J W x dx .  . . H  .yJ <Q
0n QJJgZ
5 5F K F M g x W x dx .  . . . H d
0n QJJgZ
5 5s K F M g x W x dx , 4.3 .  .  . . .H d
nR
where the constant K depends only on W, F, and X.
Let x g R n and 0 - « F 1r2. Then there exists t g Q0 and Q g G0
 .such that B x, « ; yt q Q and
1 2 n
- .
< < < <B x , « y t q Q .
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Therefore,
1 2 n
< < < <g y dy F g y dy .  .H H< < < <B x , « y t q Q .  .B x , « ytqQ
&
nF 2 M t g x q t . .  .d t
Now, integrating both sides of the above inequality with respect to the
variable t and on Q0, we obtain
1 &
n< <g y dy F 2 M t g x q t dt , .  .  .H H d t
0< <B x , « .  .B x , « Q
and, hence, we can conclude that
& &
nM g , 1 x F 2 M t g x q t dt. 4.4 .  .  .  .  .HH d t
0Q
On the other hand, for all N g N, we get
& &
y1M g , N x s M d g , 1 N x . 4.5 .  .  .  .  .H H N
k 1 n . 0Let f s  f e g L R , dx; X . Then, for all N g N and t g Q wejs1 j j
obtain
5 5 y1 n 5 5M t d f N x q t F 2 M f x . .  . . .d t N H
 .  . 0Therefore, since C p, W s C p, W for all N g N and t g Q , itN, t
 .  .  .  .follows, by 4.3 , 4.4 , 4.5 , 2.10 , Fubini's theorem, and Jensen's inequal-
ity, that
&
5 5F M f , N x W x dx .  .  .H  .H
nR
&
y15 5s F M d f , 1 N x W x dx .  .  .H  .H N
nR
&
n y15 5F c F M t d f N x q t W x dx dt .  .  .H H  .d t N
0 nQ R
&
n n 5 5s c N F M t d f y W y dy dt .  .  .H H  .d t N N , t
0 nQ R
n n 5 5F c N K F M t d f y W y dy dt .  . . .H H d t N N , t
0 nQ R
n 5 5 y1s c K F M t d f N x q t W x dx dt .  . . .H H d t N
0 nQ R
2 n 5 5F c K F M f x W x dx. .  . .H H
nR
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But the above inequality is independent of N g N and, hence, it implies
 .the inequality 4.2 .
Finally, let f s ` f e g L1 and f k s k f e . Since the inequalityjs1 j j X js1 j j
 . k4.2 is true for all f , k G 1, it follows by the monotone con¨ergence
 .theorem that 4.2 is also true for f.
 . p  n. p  .  .Let 1 - p - `, F t s t , W g A R , and f g L W . Then by 4.2p X
we obtain
lqm lqm
1r pM f e F K M f e . H j j H j j /p pjsl jsl .  .L W L WX R
for all positive integers l and m. But the operator M is bounded onH
p .L W and, hence,R
lqm lqm
XM f e F K f e . . H j j j j
p pjsl jsl .  .L W L WX X
`  .From the above inequality we can conclude that  M f e convergesjs1 H j j& &
p  .  .  .in L W to a function M f and that the operator f ¬ M f isX H H
p  .bounded on L W .X
w x w .LEMMA 4.1 12, p. 279 . Let w be a non-decreasing function on 0, ` with
 . y1 .   . 4w 0 s 0 and let w t s sup s : w s F t , t G 0. Consider the functions F
and C defined for t G 0 by
t t y1F t s w u du, C t s w u du. .  .  .  .H H
0 0
 .Suppose that both functions F and C satisfy growth conditions as in 2.10 . If
W is a positi¨ e function on R n, then the following three conditions are
equi¨ alent:
 . 1 n .i there exists a constant C, such that, for all f g L R , dx ,
< <F M f x W x dx F C F f x W x dx ; 4.6 .  .  .  .  .  . . .H HH
n nR R
 .  n.ii the weight W is in the class A R , that is,F
1
sup d W y dy .H /< <B x , « .  .B x , «« , d)0
nxgR
1
y1= w w 1rd W y dy - `; . .H /< <B x , « .  .B x , «
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 .  n.iii the weight W is in the class A R , wherepF4
ln h s Fy1 t .  .Fy1p s lim y , h s s sup . .  .F F y1q ln s F stsª0  .t)0
COROLLARY 4.1. Let F and p be as in Lemma 4.1 and let W gF
 n.A R . If X has the UMD property, then there exists a constant K such thatpF4
&
5 5 5 5F M f x W x dx F K F f x W x dx 4.7 .  .  .  .  .  . .H H .H
n nR R
1 n .for all f g L R , dx; X . The constant K depends only on W, F, and X.
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.1.
 .  .Remark 4.1. The inequality 4.7 extends the inequality 4.6 studied by
w xKerman and Torchinsky in 12 .
 n.  . pLet 1 - p - ` and W g A R . If we set F t s t , t G 0, then fromp
 .4.7 we obtain the inequality
&
p p5 5 5 5M f F K f . L W . L W .H X X
p  .for all f g L W and for a constant K depending only on p, W, and X.X
 w x.The above inequality without weight is due to Bourgain see 2 . The
w xweighted inequality was proved in Rubio de Francia, Ruiz, and Torrea 14 ,
using the theory of vector singular integral operators.
Remark 4.2. Let X be a Banach lattice of real-valued measurable
 .functions on a s-finite measure space Y, B, m , with the UMD property.
 .Let F be a convex function satisfying 2.10 and let M be the maximal
 . yjoperator of matrix type associated with the matrix a , a s 2 . Thenjk jk
 .for f g H X we have that
1
< < <Mf x s sup E f F x s sup f y dy . .  .  .Hk < <Q QkG0 xgQ
QgG
 .If W g A , it follows by 3.30 that there exists a constant K such that for`
1 0 .all f g L Q , dx; X ,
$ $ $
U Uy1 5 5K E F f F E F M f F KE F f , 4.8 .  .  .  . .
5  .5where M f is defined in Definition 3.2.
0 . kNow, denote by H X the set of all functions of the type f s  a f ,js1 j j
1 0 .where f g L , a g X, and k G 1. For f g H X we definej R j
1
< <M f x s sup f y dy. .  .  .HH < <B x , « .  .B x , ««)0
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 n.Then, if W g A R , the proof of Theorem 4.1 is also true if we replace`&
0 .the operator M by the operator M and if we consider g, f g H X .
Therefore, we obtain
2 n5 5 5 5F M f x W x dx F c K F M f x W x dx .  .  .  .  . . . .H HH H
n nR R
0 .for all f g H X .
5. VECTOR-VALUED EXTENSIONS OF SINGULAR
INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS ON MARTINGALES
 .  .Let V, F, P be a probability space and F an increasing sequencen nG 0
of sub-s-fields of F such that F is generated by dn atoms of probabilityn
dyn, where d is a fixed integer, d G 3. Thus an atom Q of F is theny1
union of d atoms of F which we denote by Q , . . . , Q . If f is F -n 1 d n
 .measurable and Q is an atom of F then we denote by f Q the value of fn
on Q.
 .  .Let f s f g M R . Observe that on any atom Q of F , f isn nG 0 ny1 ny1
constant and f takes d values. Hence in studying only one atom Q ofn
F , the martingale difference D f s f y f may be identified withny1 n n ny1
  .  .. dthe vector D f Q , . . . , D f Q of R . Thus, it is easy to see that then 1 n d
 .difference D f on an atom Q of F is a vector in the d y 1 -dimensionaln ny1
d  . dsubspace V of R of all x s x , . . . , x g R such that x q ??? qx s 0.1 d 1 d
d  .Now, consider a linear operator A on R satisfying A V ; V and
 .  .represented by the matrix a . If f g M R , Q is an atom of F , andi j ny1
x g Q, we define
D A) f x s A D f Q , . . . , D f Q .  .  .  . .n n 1 n d
d d
s a D f Q I Q x .  . .  i j n j i /is1 js1
and we define
n
A) f s D A) f , .  .n k
ks1
A) f s A) f . . .n nG1
 .We observe that A) f g M R . The operator f ¬ A) f is called a singular
w xintegral transform on martingales. It was proved in 9, 1 that
5 5s A) f F A s f , f g M R . 5.1 .  .  .  .
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More general transforms can be defined by taking a different operator
 .A for each different atom Q. The inequality 5.1 holds if we assume that
the operators are uniformly bounded.
THEOREM 5.1. Let X be a Banach space with a normalized unconditional
 .  .basis e and with the UMD property. Let A be a sequence ofj jG1 j jG1
d  . 5 5operators on R such that A V ; V for all j and sup A F 1. If W g A ,j j j `
then there exists a constant K, depending only on W, F, and X, such that
n$ $U UE F sup A ) f e F KE F f 5.2 .  . . j j j /nG1 js1
 .for all f s  f e g M X . Moreo¨er, if 1 - p - `, W g A , and f gj j j p
p  .  . p  .L W , then  A ) f e con¨erges in L W and there exists a constantX j j j j X
K X, depending only on p, W, and X, such that
`
X
p5 5A ) f e F K f 5.3 . . L W .j j j X
pjs1  .L WX
p  .for all f s  f e g L W .j j j X
 .Proof. Let K be the constant in 3.31 . It follows by the inequalities in&
 .  .3.31 for the operators M and s, and by 5.1 thatÄ
n n$ $U 2E F sup A ) f e F K sup E F s A ) f e .  . j j j j j j /  /nG1 nG1js1 js1
n$
2F K sup E F s f e . j j /nG1 js1
$
U3F K E F f . .
 . p p  .Now, let 1 - p - `, F t s t , W g A , and f s  f e g L W . Then,p j j j X
 .  .by 5.2 and 2.17 , we obtain
lqm lqm
U
A ) f e F A ) f e .  . j j j j j j
p pjsl jsl .  .L W L WX X
lqm
XF K f e j j
pjsl  .L WX
 .for all positive integers l and m. Therefore,  A ) f e converges inj j j j
p  .  .L W and the inequality 5.3 is true.X
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THEOREM 5.2. Let X be a Banach lattice of real-¨ alued measurable
 .functions on a s-finite measure space Y, B, m , with the UMD property. Let
d  .A be an operator on R satisfying A V ; V. If W g A , then there exists a`
constant K, depending only on W, F, and X, such that
$ $
U5 5E F sup A) f F KE F f 5.4 .  .k /
kG1
 .  .  . .  .for all f s f g M X , where A) f ?, y s A) f ?, y , y g Y.k k G 0 k k
p .  .Moreo¨er, if 1 - p - ` and W g A , then A) f con¨erges in L Wp k k G1 X
Xto a function A) f and there exists a constant K , depending only on p, W,
and X, such that
X
p p5 5 5 5A) f F K f 5.5 .L W . L W .X X
p  .for all f g L W .X
 .Proof. Let K be the constant in 3.29 and r a positive integer such
5 5 r  .that A F 2 . By 5.1 we obtain
s A) f ?, y s s A) f ?, y .  . . .k k
5 5F A s f ?, y . .  .k
 .Therefore, it follows by 3.29 that
$ $
5 5 5 5E F sup A) f F KE F sup s A) f .k k /  /
kG1 kG1
$
r 5 5F Kc E F sup s f .k /
kG1
$
U2 rF K c E F f . .
 . p p  . w < xNow, let 1 - p - `, F t s t , W g A , f g L W , and f s E f F ,p X k k
 .  .k G 0. Then, by 5.4 and 2.17 , we obtain
p p5 5 5 5A) f y A) f s A) f y f .L W . L W .n k n kX X
X 5 5 pF K f y f L W .n k X
 .for all positive integers n and k. Therefore A) f converges ink k G1
p  .  .L W to a function A) f and 5.5 is true.X
 .   ..Remark 5.1. The inequality 5.3 or 5.5 for X s R and W s 1 was
w x w xproved in Janson 9 and for X s R and W g A in Banuelos 1 . TheÄp
 .inequality 5.3 is the version for singular integral transforms on martin-
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gales of a result for singular integral operators on R n proved by Bourgain
w xin 2 .
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